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Data is meaningless 
without insight  … 



Abraham Wald noted that the study only considered the 
aircraft that had survived their missions—the bombers that had 
been shot down were not present for the damage assessment. 

The holes in the returning aircraft, then, represented areas 
where a bomber could take damage and still return home safely. 

Wald proposed that the Navy instead reinforce the areas where 
the returning aircraft were unscathed, since those were the 
areas that, if hit, would cause the plane to be lost

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Survivorship_bias




1. Do you have the right data

2. Are you interpreting it correctly

3. Are you providing data or intelligence to your 

clients



Are you interpreting it correctly
(example from an agency report)







Your bounce rate has gone up 
this is bad. 

Your organic conversion rate 
dropped, this is bad … 





High bounce rate = good experience



High bounce rate = good experience















Talking of bounce rate ….. 

“…Good news, the new 

site has a bounce rate of 

just 3% …” 





“…ah an event is 

impacting the 

bounce rate…” 





“…the new checkout  -

your conversion rate 

has dropped this is bad 

…” 



medium.com/fatllama-engineering/excluding-facebook-and-google-
social-sign-in-from-your-referrals-with-google-analytics-ff81588e519



medium.com/fatllama-engineering/excluding-facebook-and-google-
social-sign-in-from-your-referrals-with-google-analytics-ff81588e519





- Conversion rate had NOT dropped

- Re calculated a ‘user’ based conversion rate

- Social login has improved conv rate.
(we could configure GA to exclude those referral, but we 

need to be smart to not exclude Facebook) 



Google Analytics

will not be (100%) accurate

- Are all pages tagged

- Are you looking at sampled data

- Are UTM tags screwing 

attribution 





just-eat.co.uk/ 
restaurants/kfc?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=o
rganic





You’ve got spam
(and /or bots)  



•



‘…Clearly there is an issue 

with our organic conversion 

rate…’ 

Organic Conversion Rate 5% 

PPC Conversion rate 25%



awareness

consideration

conversion PPC Traffic
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PPC Traffic Organic Traffic

Organic Traffic

Organic Traffic



Brand

Retargetting

Campaign

Segment  the data 

PPC Traffic



CASE

WHEN REGEXP_MATCH(Query, ".*just eat.*") THEN ”brand"

WHEN REGEXP_MATCH(Query, ".*justeat.*") THEN ”brand"

WHEN REGEXP_MATCH(Query, ".*juseat.*") THEN ”brand”

ELSE ”Not Brand" END









Continuously 

monitor … 



1. DataStudio

2. APIs 

3. Cloud Computing 





690+ connectors 



https://omisido.com/calculated-fields-in-google-data-studio/









simoahava.com/google-cloud/lighthouse-bigquery-google-cloud-platform/



CASE

WHEN REGEXP_MATCH(Query, ".*just eat.*") THEN ”brand"

WHEN REGEXP_MATCH(Query, ".*justeat.*") THEN ”brand"

WHEN REGEXP_MATCH(Query, ".*juseat.*") THEN ”brand”

WHEN REGEXP_MATCH(Query, ".*kfc.*") THEN ”KFC Brand"

ELSE ”Not Brand" END















don’t lecture them, provide 

intelligence & insight

No sitewide KPIs (except 

revenue) 
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